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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a sequel to BERGSTRA, KLOP & OLDEROG [8] where a study was made 
of failure semantics in the context of ACP, Algebra of Communicating Processes. 
To modularize the problems, two restrictions were adopted in [8]: only finite 
processes were considered (no recursion) and ,-steps were left aside (no ab-
straction) . It turned out to be worth-while to study failure. semantics even 
in this simple setting, and it was proved in [8] that failure equivalence is 
the maximal 'trace-respecting' congruence on finite process terms. 
The present work removes both restrictions and is concerned with failure 
semantics for infinite processes with •-steps. (However, we adopt another re-
striction in that we do not yet admit parallel operators.) Here we profit 
greatly from the work of BROOKES [9], who gave a complete axiomatisation of 
failure equivalence on finite CCS-expressions. Brookes' paper establishes a 
useful connection between the notion of failure semantics, arising from the 
work on CSP (see BROOKES, HOARE & ROSCOE [10]), and the synchronisation trees 
of Milner's CCS (see [17]). As Brookes shows, the notion of failure semantics 
applies perfectly well to an underlying domain of synchronisation trees - or 
process graphs as we prefer to call them in the setting of ACP. Moreover, 
BROOKES [9] presents some elegant axioms describing the failure equivalence, 
comparable to the well-known and beautiful ,-laws of Milner for bisimulation 
semantics. In fact, the bisimulation •-laws are implied by the failure axioms, 
as stated in [9]. Brookes' work is therefore in our view one of the first at-
tempts to give a uniform algebraic view on a spectrum of theories about commu-
nicating processes, ranging from CCS-like theories based upon observational 
equivalence or bisimulation, to CSP-like theories based upon notions such as 
readiness or failure semantics. 
Striving towards a uniform view on algebraic theories of communicating 
processes is also an endeavour of the present work, where we always will work 
in the framework of ACP,, Algebra of Communicating Processes with abstraction, 
as introduced in BERGSTRA & KLOP [7]. Actually we use only a fragment of ACP, 
• 
namely BPA0 + Tl-3 + Til-5; this is the axiom system in Table 1 after deleting 
TI6 and the rule DE, consisting of axioms for + and • (sum, as in CCS, resp. 
product or sequential composition), axioms for deadlock (o), Milner's •-laws 
Tl-3 and~axioms for abstraction (•I). Introducing the parallel operator 11 of 
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does not seem to present a real problem but is postponed for the time being 
in order to concentrate on even more basic issues. 
One of the most important issues in a study of semantics for infinite 
processes with •-steps (bisimulation, failure or other semantics) is the way 
in which divergence is treated. Here 'divergence' is taken to be the capabi-
lity of a process of executing an infinite sequence of •-steps. In fact, a 
major motivation for the present work was the treatment in BROOKES, HOARE & 
ROSCOE [10) of divergence as being catastrophic: there all processes with an 
infinite •-trace from the root are identified (with the wholly arbitrary pro-
cess CHAOS). Somehow this is a disappointing solution, and it is intriguing 
to see whether the very notion of failure semantics forces one to adopt this 
solution; [10) contains some arguments which seem to suggest this. That this 
solution is disappointing is because it greatly reduces the attractivity of 
doing system verification using failure semantics (with CHAOS): cf. BERGSTRA 
& KLOP [5) where a simple Alternating Bit Protocol was verified on the basis 
of Koomen's Fair Abstraction Rule (KFAR) which allows one to abstract from 
divergence in a 'graceful' way rather than seeing the whole process becoming 
absorbed by the black hole CHAOS after which nothing is left to verify. 
A related problem concerning divergence is found in 'classical' CCS (i.e. 
as in MILNER [18)). There it turns out (p.99) that the infinite sequence of 
w 
•-steps, T , is identified by observational equivalence with the zero process 
NIL. As Milner states, it is possible to adapt the notion of observational 
equivalence in such a way that the presence of infinite unseen action is res-
pected. Also BROOKES [9] states in his conclusions that the "inability to 
distinguish between divergence and deadlock is unappealing". 
The present notes give axiomatisations which pertain to just those ques-
tions, namely how divergence can be treated. There turns out to be an inter-
esting bifurcation, or rather trifurcation, in the development of theories 
about communicating processes. There are three main theories (axiomatisations) 
which are mutually incompatible: 
bisimulation semantics for infinite processes with •-steps satisfying KFAR; 
here Tw = TO (in CCS we would have Tw = NIL), 
failure semantics for infinite processes with •-steps allowing abstraction 
from 'unstable divergence', to be explained, 
failure semantics for infinite processes with T-steps satisfy:in:J 
CHAOS (as in BROOKES, HOARE & ROSCOE [10]). 
(1) 
T = 
3 
The second theory is the main topic of this paper. The incompatibility of the 
first and the third theory was cemonstratea in a closing section in BERGSTRA, 
KLOP & OLDEROG [8]: there it was shown that KFAR, combined with even a small 
fragment of the failure semantics axiomatisation, yields an inconsistency. 
(Here 'consistent' means 'trace-respecting'; a precise definition is given 
in Section 1.4.) 
Both the exposition and the elegance of the various axiomatisations are 
greatly enhanced by introducing an operator A, for 'delay', which in the no-
tation of µ-calculus can be expressed by 6x = µY (TY+ x). So Ax is "x with a 
T-loop appended at the root". Of course, the delay operator is not new here: 
it plays a key role in MILNER [19] where it is written as o and is used to 
simulate asynchronous processes by means of synchronous ones. The difference 
is that our A refers to T while the delay operator in Milner's work refers 
to 1 in sees, which has properties quite different from T. With the delay 
operator, the typical and mutually irreconcilable differences between the 
three main theories indicated above can now simply be stated: 
A = T 
AT = T 
M A. 
So 6 acts like a discriminant between these theories. The expression AT stands 
for 'unstable divergence': divergence with the possibility of a silent exit 
from it. 
As said, the second possibility receives most attention in these notes. 
(The first one, bisimulation semantics for infinite processes with T-steps 
together with the rule KFAR, is extensively explored in BAETEN, BERGSTRA & 
KLOP [l], albeit without the explicit notation A for divergence, which is not 
necessary there since KFAR says in effect that A = T.) In fact, we provide a 
model for this axiom system which has a domain of countably branching process 
graphs as basic building material. Process graphs are transition diagrams 
where the edges are labeled with symbols from some alphabet of atomic actions 
(events, steps). After unwinding, the resulting process trees are often called 
'synchronisation trees', by various authors starting with Milner. our defini-
4 
tion of the failure semantics of a process graph parallels the usual one, 
in BROOKES, HOARE & ROSCOE [10], for finite processes, and thereby the one 
in BERGSTRA, KLOP & OLDEROG [8] (but for a minor detail necessary for the 
extension to T-steps); moreover, account is taken whether the process graph 
is 'stable' or 'unstable' . This tenninology is from MILNER [ 18] , where a pro-
cess having a T-step as an initial step is called unstable. In failure seman-
tics it is easy to derive that a process x is unstable iff x = TX; and it 
turns out that the processes considered in BROOKES, HOARE & ROSCOE (10], when 
formulated with CCS primitives+ and T (as done in BROOKES [9]) can be taken 
as the set of unstable processes. Taking note of the (un)stability of a pro-
cess in its failure semantics removes one slightly irritating phenomenon, 
encountered in MILNER (18] and in BROOKES [9], namely that the equivalence 
would otherwise not be a congruence (the well-known point being that TX ~x 
but not T x + y ~ x + y) . This may seem a minor point but it is important for a 
proper algebraical treatment of these matters to work only with congruences. 
The model that we provide for failure semantics with abstraction from 
unstable divergence (AT = T), is based on a very natural definition of fai-
lure equivalence. Two countably branching process graphs g,h are failure 
equivalent if their failure sets coincide; the failure set of g contains 
next to the prefix closure of all finite traces of g, only failure pairs 
obtained from stable nodes of g (a node is stable if no T -step leaves 
from it). Remarkably, the definition does not mention divergence at all. 
(Definition 4.2.2.) 
We briefly consider process algebras (in bisimulation semantics with 
fair abstraction as well as failure semantics with fair abstraction of un-
stable divergence) consisting only of 'characteristic' processes, i.e. processes 
built from o, e, T, A. An insight into the structure of such a process al-
gebra is an insight in the "termination characteristics" of the semantics 
in question, since all the constants o, e, T, ~have something to do with 
termination or non-termination. Here a surprising fact was encountered by 
KOYMANS & VRANCKEN [7]: in bisimulation semantics with fair abstraction 
(A= T), this algebra of o, e, T-processes has the structure of the so-
called Rieger-Nishimura lattice in intuitionistic propositional logic. 
Ack.now)£dg,emen;t. We thank R. van Glabbeek for detecting a serious shortcoming 
in an earlier version of this paper, and for his suggestions for remedies. 
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1. BISIMULATION SEMANTICS WITH EXPLICIT DIVERGENCE: BS6 
1. 1. Ax..i...omd. 
The first axiom system is introduced as it is a kernel system for all later 
axiom systems in this paper. The axioms and rules are included in all subse-
quent systems - though some axioms will disappear in later systems as they 
become derivable there. The axioms and rules for bisimuLation semantics with 
exp Licit divergence, ·BS 6 for short, are as in Table 1. 
TABLE 1. BS6,.bisimulation semantics with explicit divergence 
x+y=y+x 
(x+y)+z x+(y+z) 
x + x = x 
(x+y)z = xz+yz 
(xy)z = x(yz) 
0 + x = x 
ox = 0 
a't = a 
't't = 't 
'tX + X = 'tX 
a(u+y) a(u+y)+ax 
'tl('t) = 't 
't1(a) =a if at I 
't1(a) = 't if a £ I 
'tl(x+y) = 'tl(x)+'tl(y) 
'tl(xy) = 'tl(x).'tl(y) 
<1(6(x)) = 6('t1(x)) 
v k £ ll 
n 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
Tl 
Tl I 
T2 
T3 
Til 
TI2 
TI3 
TI4 
TI5 
TI6 
DE ( n ~ 1) 
n 
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Here Al-7 is BPA 0, Tl-3 are Milner's •-laws and Til-6 describe the working of 
the abstraction operators 'I where I£,A; A is the set of atoms (steps, actions). 
We write A0 =A LJ{o}. The axiom system so far has been introduced and discus-
sed in [l,3,4,8]. 
New is the unary operator 6, called delay, subject to the delay rule DE. 
The DE rule is parametrised by k ~ 1, ard for k= 1 the :rule 'introduces' 6 as 
follows: 
x=ix+y, i -t a. (y) 
That is, 6(y) is the result of appending a "T-loop at the root of y". The me-
chanics of appending this •-loop are as follows: for a fresh i (i ~ a.(y), the 
alphabet used by y) determine x with x = ix + y, and abstract from i (i.e. re-
name i into T). Since x is uniquely determined by x = ix+ y, the result T { i} (x) 
is well-defined. Note that the detour via i and '{i} is necessary since the 
recursion equation x = TX + y would not define x uniquely as every T (y + q), 
q arbitrary, is a solution. 
1.1.1. REMARK. Another device to overcome the problem of •-guarded recursion 
equations with their non-unique solutions, is adopted by MILNER [20] and con-
sists of the use of µ-expressions where so to say our abstraction operator 'I 
is already 'built in'. Then one defines 
6 (y) = µX [ TX + y] • 
Indeed a delay operator is introduced in this way in MILNER [19], though in a 
different setting, without •-laws. 
For k~l, the rules DEk perform a contraction of a •-cycle of length k 
into a •-loop. (We use 'loop' for 'cycle of length l'.) For example, if 
x = iy+a, y = jz+b, z = kx+c 
then DE3 allows the conclusion 
''•{ .. k} (x) = 6(a+b+c). 
J. I JI 
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In a picture: 
'{· . k}(x) l.J' ,Q = A(a+b+c) 
ib\~ 
Figure 1 
Figure 1 anticipates the description in 1.2 below of the model ACBS ) for the 
A 
axiom system in Table 1. First let us note some consequences of the axioms and 
rules: 
1.1.2. PROPOSITION. 
(i) A(x) •y = A (x•y) 
(ii) A(x) A(x) +x 
(iii) A (x) = • •A (x) 
PROOF. (i) is a consequence of TI5: by DE1 , A (x) • { i} (z) where z = iz + x, 
i not in x. Also by DE1 , A (xy) = • { i} (u) where u = iu + xy, i not in xy. Now 
zy = (iz +x)y = izy +xy 
and therefore zy = u (since both solve the same guarded recursion equation). 
Hence 
'{i}(zy) = '{i}(z)•y = A(x)•y = '{i}(u) = A(xy). 
(ii): A (x) = 1" {i} (y) where y = iy + x, i t a (x). So 
A(x) = '{i}(iy+x) = •"•{i}(y) +x = •A(x) +x 
1"A (x) + x + x A (x) + x. 
(iii): As in (ii), Ax •Ax+ x (-11 •• ) 1" (Ax + x) + x Tl-3 1" (Ax +x) = •Ax. D 
1.1.2.1. REMARK. An inaccuracy in the above proof is the assumption that a 
fresh i for process x can be found; if x uses the whole alphabet this is not 
possible. We will not be bothered by this fact, and adopt (i)-(iii) of the 
Proposition above for all processes. 
(J) 
1.1.3. NOTATION. By means of the ad hoe notation T the process denoted by 
'{i} (x) where x = ix is meant. So DE1 now yields: 
x=ix=ix+o 
We will call ,w (or 60) henceforth: livelock. 
1.1.4. NOTATION. Henceforth we will write 6x instead of 6(x); thP. resulting 
ambiguity in 6XY is harmless in view of Proposition l.l.2(i). 
1. 2. A modeJ... wUh bi4i.muJ.a,t.)_on /.Jeman.,i,lCA and expllcU:. dlve;z.g,en.ce. 
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We suppose as known the definition in BAETEN, BERGSTRA & KLOP [2] of y~ , the 
set of countably branching process graphs, as well as the definition of the 
operations + and • on such graphs. In the present situation we have as only 
extra definition of the syntax interpretation that for g e:: yN , 6 (g) is g with 
1 
a •-loop at the root. The intended model of BS6 will be 
YN /.::! 
1 rr6 
where ±t A is rT6-bisimilarity, which we are going to define in a number of 
rru 
steps. In the intended model, no abstraction from divergence is pas-
sible; in other words, the model keeps track of the divergence possibilities 
in a process. 
1. 2 .1.1. DEFINITION. Let g e:: YN, . 
(i) 
(ii) 
u v Steps s ~t and s ~t· (where u,v e:: AU{•} U {o}; s,t,t' are nodes of g) 
are brothers. The step t ~t' is a son of the step s ~t. 
g is said to be o-normalisedjf o-steps have no brothers and no sons. 
0 (Hefe a o -step has the form o >o.) 
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(iii) Endpoints of o-steps are virtual nodes; all other nodes in g are proper. 
(iv) A node is a deadlock node if all outgoing traces have only edges with 
labels T,o and end all in o. (See Figure 2.) 
(v) Nodes from which only infinite T-traces start, are livelock nodes. 
(vi) A deadlock/LiveLock node is a node from which all outgoing traces have 
as labels only T,o and such that there is no succesfully terminating 
trace. 
(vii) Nodes from which an infinite T-trace starts, are divergence nodes. 
(In particular, a livelock node is a divergence node.) 
deadlock node livelock node deadlock/livelock node 
T 
T T 
,c), T T 0 
0 
Figure 2 
1.2.1.2. DEFINITION. A path Tr in g is a sequence 
-----;> s 
n 
(n ~ 0) 
of proper nodes and labeled edges. The node s 0 is beg)..n(Tr), the node sn is 
end(Tr). The path Tr determines a sequence of labels u0 u1 ... un-l (ui e: AU {T}); 
va.i(Tr) is this sequence with all T's skipped. 
Note that va.i(Tr) e:A*, the set of words over A, including the empty word X. 
1. 2 .1. 3. DEFINITION. Let g, he: Yl\l be 6-normalised. Let R be a relation between 
f 
the proper nodes of g,h. We say that R relates path Tr in g to path Tr' in h 
(notation Tr R Tr') if 
beg).Iz.(Tr) R beg).Iz.(Tr') 
end(Tr) R end(Tr') 
va.i (Tr) va.i(Tr'). 
(s Rt means: nodes s,t are related by R.) If n Rn', we also say that n is 
transfered by R to n', and vice versa. 
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(ii) Relation R has the transfer property if whenever n e: g and beg).n.(n) R t, 
t e: h, then n is transfered to some n ' e: h with beg).n. ( n' ) = t. 
Likewise with the role of g,h interchanged. (Note that by definition the end-
points of n, n' are again related!) 
1. 2 .1. 4. DEFINITION. ( i) Let g, h e: (;~ be in 6-normal form. Then 
R 
g ~ 
(g,h are r<A-bisimilar via R) if there is a relation between the proper nodes 
of g,h such that 
(1) the roots of g,h are related 
(2) a 
(3) R 
(4) a 
(5) a 
root may only be related to a root 
has the transfer property 
deadlock node may only be related to a 
divergence node may only be related to 
R 
==: • h for some R. 
rTu 
deadlock node 
a divergence node. 
For use in the next section we also define r<-bisimilarity: 
1.2.1.5. DEFINITION. (i) Let g,h e: (;N be in 6-normal form. Then 
( 
R 
g ~ rT h 
(g,h are r<-bisimilar via R) if 
(1)-(3) as in Definition 1.2.1.4, and 
(4) ': a deadlock/livelock node may only be related to a similar node. 
(ii) g ±:t h if there is an R such that g 
rT 
For a rephrased but equivalent definition of 
R h. 
see [l ] . 
Another equivalent definition is obtained by replacing (4)' by: 
(5) ':a node with possibly succesful termination may only be related to a 
similar node. (Here a node has 'possibly succesful termination' if there is 
,, 
an outgoing trace ending succesfully.) 
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1.2.1.6. REMARK. Clause (2) in Definitions 1.2.1.4 and 1.2.1.5 has not so 
much an intuitive justification, but rather a formal (algebraical) justifica-
tion: the resulting notion of bisimilarity is then a congruence. 
1.2.1.7. EXAMPLE. 
' 
' 
++ 
- rTll 
We omit the routine proof of the following theorem. 
1.2.1.8. THEOREM. (i) :!::trTll is a congruence w.r.t. the operations +and • in 
the graph domain YN . 
I 
D 
1.2.1.9. NOTATION. Henceforth YN /rt. A will be called A(BSA). 
I rTu u 
1.2.1.10. REMARK. Note that in the model A(BSll) the delay operator is idempo-
tent: llllx = llx. 
1. 3. Ext:.en/.Jion wi;th .the em.pt:.y, p.llOCVJ/.J E· 
A very useful constant for process algebra is the empty process £, subject to 
the axioms 
XE = X 
EX X 
(which are to be added, when adopting E, to BSll in Table 1). It can be consis-
tently added to BSll -cf. KOYMANS & VRANCKEN [16]. We have anticipated working 
with E by formulating the first T-law in Table 1 as aT =a, TT = T; otherwise 
we could have taken XT 
the 'in~onsistency' ET 
x, but this does not hold for E, as it would lead to 
E = T. (See Example l.4.4(vi) below.) 
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A positive effect of E is that in its presence A can be viewed as a con-
stant rather than as an operator. In the algebra A could be introduced as a 
constant rightaway, but in the model A(BSA) there is no interpretation for A 
as a constant. However, with the addition of E (which is then also admitted 
as a label for edges of process graphs in ~N ) , A has as interpretation the 
I 
process graph 
Figure 4 
Indeed, since AE =A, we have by DE1 : 
A = T { i} (x) where x = ix + E • 
It is even possible to admit infinitely long E-traces in the process 
graphs from which a model of 
= x, 
is obtained. The proper definition of bisimulation which also works for E, in 
absence of A, is given and studied in KOYMANS & VRANCKEN [16]. Here we will 
only mention this possibility of the enrichment with E; for the failure seman-
tics axiomatisations in the sequel, in which we are primarily interested in 
this paper, we will be more explicit about E. 
Note that the possibility of introducing E gives us (Ax)y = A(xy) at once 
as a consequence of the associativity of•; this is in accordance with Proposi-
tion 1.1.2 and Notation 1.1.4. 
Also note that some of the axioms in Table 1 can be simplified using E: 
x + x = x is 'equivalent with E + E = E, since 
E + E = E - ( E + E) X = EX - EX + EX EX - X+ X = X 
and likewise 
x + 0 = x 
TX +x = TX 
14 
are equivalent with respectively 
e: + 0 e: 
T + E: = T 
T ( t:.) = t:.. 
I 
In this paper we will adopt the following criterion for consistency of process 
axiomatisations: if T is such an axiomatisation (e.g. BSt:. in Table 1 above), 
then whenever T yields equality of two finite and closed process expressions 
p,q it should be the case that the sets of complete traces, bz.ace(p) and 
bz.ace(q), coincide. Here a 'complete trace' is a trace ending succesfully 
(cr e: A*) or unsuccesfully (cro, cr e: A*); T and e: do not appear in cr. 
1.4.1. NOTATION. BPA (basic process algebra) I BPAO, BPAoe:' and BPAOE:T are the 
e: 
subsystems of BSt:. as displayed in Table 2: 
TABLE 2. BPA0 , basic process algebra with o,E:,T E:T 
x+y = y+x Al 
(x+y)+z = x+(y+z) A2 
x + x = x A3 
(x+y)z = xz + yz A4 
BPA (xy)z = x(yz) A5 
0 + x = x A6 
BPA0 ox = 0 A7 
e:x = x El 
BPA0e: xe: = x E2 
aT = a T1 
TT = T T1 I 
TX + X = TX T2 
BPA0 a(TX+y)= a( TX + y) + ax T3 E:T 
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1.4.2. DEFINITION. Lett be a closed term built from 6,£,T,a,b,c, ••• and+,•. 
We say that t is in (BPA~ -) normai form if in t no rewritings are possible 
u£T 
of the form (see Table 3) : 
TABLE 3 
(x+y)z ---;;>xz+yz 
o+x -..;:.x 
ox --?>o 
EX ---'> x 
X£ -...;;. x 
aT -...;;. a 
TT ---?> T 
Note that subterms of a term in normal form are again in normal form. This 
makes the following inductive definition possible of bz.ace(t), fort a closed 
normal form: 
1.4.3. DEFINITION. Let t be a closed normal form. Then bz.ac.e(t) is defined by 
the following clauses in Table 4: 
TABLE 4 
bz.ace( £) (J 
bz.ace( T) 0 
bz.ace( o) {o} 
bz.ace(a) {a} 
bz.ace( t + s) bz.ace ( t ) U bz.ace ( s ) 
bz.ace(a·t) { ao I o £ bz.ace( t)} 
bz.ace(£·t) bz.ace(t) 
bz.ace(T·t) bz.ace( t) 
1.4.4. DEFINITION. Let T be a process axiomatisation. Let T be the set of 
closed equations derivable from T. Then T is called trace inconsistent if T 
contains an equation t 1 = t 2 , where t 1 ,t2 are closed BPA0£T-terms, such that 
bz.ace(t1 ) ~ bz.ace(t2). Otherwise T is called trace consistent. 
t), 
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1.4 .5. EXAMPLE. (i) BPA U { z (x + y) zx + zy} is trace consistent . 
(ii) BPA0 U {z (x + y) = zx + zy}, on the other hand, is trace inconsistent, 
since the consequence a (b + o) = ab + ao equates expressions with different 
trace sets (viz. {ab} resp. {ab, ao}). 
(iii) BPA0 Uthe single instance a (b + c) ab + ac is trace consistent. 
(iv) BPA0 extended with a (b + c) ab + ac plus renaming operators aH (as in 
BERGSTRA, KLOP & OLDEROG (8]) is inconsistent. 
(v) ACP plus a (b + c) = ab + ac is trace inconsistent (for a suitable 
communication function). For ACP, see (3,4]. 
(vi) BPA..- U { E ='I} is trace inconsistent, since from it we derive: 
uET 
a+10 = a+Eo = a+o =a 
and ..VZ.ace (a + 1 o ) = { a , o } 1- :Vlace (a) { a} . 
1.4.6. REMARK. (i) Note that trace equality in the above sense is not a con-
gruence; while :Vlace(E) = :l:/Lace(T) it is not the case that :Vlace(a+10) 
:Vlace (a + E o ) • 
(ii) The present definition of trace inconsistency, referring to unwanted 
identifications of finite processes, is sufficient for our purpose in this 
paper. When infinite processes are considered, a 'right' notion of trace 
inconsistency is not so immediate as for finite processes. Of course, iden-
tifying aw and bw would certainly be considered as trace inconsistent, but 
w.r.t. succesful termination/ livelock / deadlock the situation is more 
difficult. E.g. the equation ab = ab+a1w holds in the failure semantics 
FS of Section 4 below; the equation a1w ao holds in bisimulation seman-
ties BS of Section 2. (Hence, FS + BS is trace inconsistent as it derives 
ab = ab + ao.) We will not attempt a formulation of trace inconsistency 
which takes also infinite processes into account. Note, nevertheless, that 
the present definition (1.4.4) also works in the presence of infinite pro-
cesses: for, although we look at inconsistencies induced at the level of 
finite processes, these inconsistencies may be derived using detours in which 
infinite processes occur. 
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2. BISIMULATION SEMANTICS WITH FAIR ABSTRACTION: BS 
The first extension of the kernel axiom system BSA introduced in Section 1 
consists of the simple addition 
A = -r. 
In fact, A being an operator, we should write A(x) = -r•x; but as we have 
seen in Section 1.3, it is consistent to think of A as a process itself, 
when e is introduced. We will denote BSA u {A = -r} by BS. 
The delay rule DE now reads: 
KFAR 
('t/ke zz; ) 
n 
where KFAR is Koomen's Fair Abstraction Rule. An extension of this axiom 
system BS, namely ACP + KFAR + some other proof principles, was studied 
-r 
extensively in BAETEN, BERGSTRA & KLOP [l]. The adjective 'fair' in KFAR 
denotes the presence of a fair scheduler of steps: eventually a step not 
on the i 0-i1 - ... -ik-l cycle in the premiss of KFAR will
 be taken. 
An application of a protocol verification using KFAR can be found in 
BERGSTRA & KLOP [5]. 
A model with bisimulation semantics with fair abstraction is studied 
in [l]. It is similar to the model A(BSA) appearing in Theorem 1.2.1.8: 
instead of r-rA-bisimilarity we divide out the coarser congruence r-r-bisi-
milarity defined in Definition 1.2.1.5. In the notation of this paper this 
yields the model A(BS) and we have A(BS) 1= BS. Properties of A(BS) are 
studied in [l]. In this paper we will not be further concerned with A(BS). 
we note the following important fact, viz. that in this semantics BS 
livelock (= -r 00 , or A5) and deadlock are identified: 
2 .1. PROPOSITION. BS I- M = -r5. 
~· A= -r, hence A5 = -r5. [] 
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3, FAILURE SEMANTICS WITH EXPLICIT DIVERGENCE: FSA 
We will now turn to the second extension of the kernel system BSA, namely by 
adding axioms which lead us to failure semantics. We will do this in three 
steps: first for finite processes in absence of •-steps, then for finite 
processes with •-steps and finally for general processes with •-steps. 
This is the subject of BERGSTRA, KLOP & OLDEROG [8], where it turns out that 
a complete axiom system (complete w.r.t. the usual failure semantics defini-
tion for finite processes; see below) is obtained by addition to BPA0 (as in 
Table 2) of the following axioms: 
a (bx + u) + a (by + v) a (bx +by+ u) + a (bx +by + v) Rl 
a (b + u) + a (by + v) a (b +by + u) + a (b + by + v) R2 
ax + a (y + z) = ax + a (y + z) + a (x + y) S 
These axioms are very much inspired by the axiom system in BROOKES [9]; there 
silent moves are present but the axioms there imply Rl,2 and S. Usually axiom 
S {S for saturation) is seen in the literature in the form of the equivalent 
pair of 'convexity' axioms (see e.g. BROOKES [9], DE NICOLA&. HENNESSY (21]): 
ax + ay ax +ay + a(x+y) col 
ax + a (x + y + z) ax + a (x + y) + a (x + y + z) C02 
In fact, axioms R2 and S will become superfluous after •-steps plus correspon-
ding axioms for failure semantics are introduced, as in 3.2 below. (In the 
presence of E the axiom R2 is already here derivable.) 
A useful consequence of Rl,2 (R for 'readiness'; without S the axioms 
Rl,2, when added to BPA0 , completely describe readiness semantics - see [8]) 
is obtained by taking u = v = o: 
abx + aby a (bx + by) R3 
ab + aby = a (b +by) R4 
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Here a,b range over A0,. (Warning: a,b may not be E; e.g. R3 yields an incon-
sistency if b = E.) 
As shown in BERGSTRA, KLOP & OLDEROG [8], the initial algebra of 
BPA0 + Rl,2 + S is isomorphic to the domain :lH of fini
te acyclic process 
graphs modulo failure equivalence C=r>· We will explain =r• which is in fact 
a congruence, now. First we fix some notation and preliminary concepts. 
3.1.1. DEFINITION. (i) lH is the subset of (;w1 consisting of finite, nonzero 
process graphs without cycles and with edges labeled by atoms from A0 = AU{o}. 
Moreover, the graphs are supposed to be a-normalised (cf. Definition 1.2.1.1). 
(ii) :IH 0 =RU{©} where ID (= b) is the zero graph consisting of one node only. 
(The zero graph is the interpretation of the empty process E.) 
3.1.2. DEFINITION. Let g,h E :IH 0 and a EA*, the set of words over A (not A0 ). 
The empty word in A* is A. We say that 
g a .. h 
is a derivation (from g to h via cr) if h is a subgraph of g such that the 
root of h is reachable from the root of g via a path whose labels form the 
word a. 
3.1.3. EXAMPLE. See Figure 5. 
We also have in this example g 
cao but not g ---+ O. 
ab 
cd 
Figure 5 
abf • o, g __ c_a_ .... o (where o is +o·--0--~) ; 
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3.1.4. DEFINITION. (i) Let g e: lH, g ':f o and g ':f O. Then I(g) is the set of 
initial steps of g. 
(ii) I (o) = f' 
(iii) (notation:) if X <;;A, then X = A - X. 
3.1.5. DEFINITION. Fogg, the failure set of g, is defined as the least set 
obtained by the following clauses (see Table 5) • For all a e: A* : 
TABLE 5. Failure set for finite processes without T 
( i) g ~h ~ID ~ (a, I(h)) e:FUgl 
(ii) g~ID ~ cre:F(gJ 
(iii) (a, x u v l e: FI g I =9 (a, Y)e:F[gl 
Note that Fagg, next to failure pairs (a, X) (in [8] written as [cr, X]), con-
tains traces a for succesful traces. This definition of the failure set is 
taken from BERGSTRA, KLOP & OLDEROG [8]. 
3.1.6. DEFINITION. 
in words: g,h are failure equivalent. 
The present definition does not lend itself for an easy extension to the 
case where silent steps are present, as in the neKt subsection 3.2. The problem 
is that we wish to distinguish e.g. graphs corresponding to T +a and T +Ta. 
A straightforward extension of the definition in Table 5 (namely by only ex-
tending the definition of I(g) in the obvious way) would yield as failure set 
for both graphs: 
0., p,,{a}), a}. 
Therefore we amend the definition in 3.1.5, without altering the failure equi-
valence, by using an auxiliary step e: which is to be appended after each suc-
cesful trace in g. Indeed, this is consistent with our consideration of the 
empty process e:. (Cf. BROOKES, HOARE & ROSCOE [10] where I is used to denote 
succesful termination.) 
3.1.7. DEFINITION. (i) A 
e: 
AU {e:}, (ii) I(G>) = {e:}. 
(The definition of I ( g) for g not o or ID is as inll.~ :·i. 4 :'}. 
(iii) If X<;;;;A , then X = A - X. 
e: 
3.1.8. DEFINITION. The amended failure set of g, F•Ogl, is defined thus: 
for all cr e: A* 
TABLE 6. Failure set for finite processes without T 
(i) g ~h ( (J' I ( h)) e: F1 I g I 
(ii) g ~Q) 
( i ii ) ( cr, x u v ) e: Ft R g I ~ (cr, Y) e: Ft (gl 
Note that a succesful termination node now gives two contributions: (cr, {e:} 
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as well as cre:. Again we define: g =F• h iff the amended failure sets coincide. 
The proof of the proposition that =F• coincides with =F is left to the readert 
Henceforth we will write FOgD instead of F'Ogl, and we will not use the de-
finition in Table 5 anymore. 
c 3.1.9. NOTATION. X is the least set containing X such that 
(cr, XLJY) e: X =9 c (cr, X) e:X. 
3.1.10. EXAMPLE. (i) Floll { (X, A ) } c 
e: 
(ii) - -- -- c f 0 a I = { ( X , {a} ) , (a, { e:} ) , ae:} 
(iii) Fua+aoD = { (X, {a}), (a, {e:}), ae:, c (a, A ) } 
e: 
(Here 'a' is the graph consisting of one a-step, etc.) 
It is proved in BERGSTRA, KLOP & OLDEROG [8] that failure equivalence 
is a congruence on JH w.r.t. + and •, and that we have the isomorphism 
JH/ = F :!: I ( BPA 0 + Rl , 2 + S) 
where the RHS denotes the initial algebra of the axiom system in question. 
Furtherlnore, [8] mentions the isomorphism 
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JH/ ±:± 0 
where ±:± 0 is bisimulation congruence. 
We will now extend the situation of Section 3.1 by admitting silent steps or 
<-steps. Essentially, the results in this section 3.2 are from BROOKES [9]; 
the difference is that we strictly adhere to the use of a0ngruences and, 
therefore, have the definitions of bisim~lation and failure equivalence 
slightly adapted as compared to the similar notions in Brookes' work. The 
results are displayed in Table 7. 
TABLE 7. An axiomatisation of bisimulation and failure semantics for finite processes 
with +,•,o and T. 
F A I L U R E 
BISIMULATION SEMANTICS 
x + y = y + x Al 
(x+y)+z = x+(y+z) A2 
x + x = x 
(x+y)z=xz+yz 
(xy)z = x(yz) 
0 + x = x 
ox = 0 
a T = a 
TT= T 
[ 
TX + X = TX 
a ( LX + y) = a ( LX + y) + ax 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
T1 
T1 I 
~~] 
S E M A N T I C S 
a(bx+u)+a,(by+v) = a(bx+by+u)+a(bx+by+v) Rl 
[
a(b+u)+a(by+v) = a(b+by+u)+a(b+by+v) RS2] 
ax + a ( y + z) = ax + a ( y + z) + a ( x + y) 
JHof=r 
TX+y = LX+T(x+y) T4 
llof=r 
T-case 
The axioms between brackets are in fact derivable, as we will show below. 
Further, 'a' in Table 7 varies over A 0 T = A 0 U { T} • The axioms Tl -3 are 
'" Milner's <-laws, introduced in MILNER [18]; +-+- is the notion of bisi-
-rTo 
2'3 
mulation suitable to deal with 1-steps, called rooted 10-bisimulation, intro-
duced in BERGSTRA & KLOP [3]. Except for the fact that in the present setting 
traces end either succesfully or in o, this notion of bisimulation is the ob-
servational congruenee in MILNER [18]. The adjective 'rooted' refers to the 
restriction imposed on a r10-bisimulation that a root may only be related 
to a root (see Definition l.2.l.5(ii)); this is just what is needed to obtain 
the congruence property. Without it, one obtains the well-known fact 
that 
while 
a+b ~ 1a+b. TO 
Here ±:±10 corresponds to Milner's observational equivalence. 
To extend failure semantics to the case where silent steps are present, 
the alphabet is extended with 1, result: A01 • The process graph domain lH now 
consists of finite acyclic nonzero process graphs with edges labeled by ele-
ments of A01 ; again the graphs are supposed to be a-normalised. Definition 
3.1.2 of 'derivation' is extended as follows: 
3.2.1. DEFINITION. Let g,hElH 0 (= liLJ{O}) and let OEA*. Then g 
-
0
--• h if 
h is a subgraph of g such that the root of h can be reached from the root of 
g via a path whose labels yield, after omitting 1-labels, a EA*. 
3.2.2. DEFINITION. The set I(g) of initial steps of g contains those steps in 
A which can be reached from the root of g via a path with label A, i.e. a path 
consisting of zero or more silent steps. 
A concept which will play an important role in the sequel, is that of an 
'unstable' process. This is a process obtained from an unstable process graph: 
3.2.3. DEFINITION. Let g EfN . Then g is unstable if g has an initial 1-step. 
I 
The notion of unstable processes was introduced in MILNER [18]. 
We can now define the failure set of a process graph in JH: 
3.2.4. DEFINITION. The failure set FBgH, for gEJH, is defined as the least 
set satisfying the following clauses (in Table 8). For all a EA*: 
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TABLE 8. Failure set for finite processes with T 
(i) g~h ~ (cr, I(h)) e: F(gll 
(ii) g~O =9 cre: e: FU g I 
(iii) ( cr, x u Y) e: FU g I =9 (cr, X) e: F(gD 
(iv) g is unstable ~ T e: Ff gD 
Here clauses (i)-(iii) are as before in Definition 3.1.8, except for the more 
general definition of 'initial step'. Again we define g,h to be failure equi-
valent if FlgD = FlhO, notation g =F h. 
Without the extra clause (iv) , the resulting failure equivalence would 
not be a congruence, for the same reason as mentioned above for the case of 
bisimulation. The clause (iv) merely serves to distinguish stable process 
graphs from unstable, and this is sufficient to have a congruence. 
3.2.5. EXAMPLE. Ta tF 
FDal =FhaO-{T}. 
- -- -- c 
a, since f-haD ={(A., {a}), (a, {e:}), ae:, T} and 
As indicated in Table 7, the axioms in the left column have an initial 
algebra which is isomorphic to lH/ ±:t- ,, • This fact is mentioned in BERGSTRA, 
rTu 
KLOP & OLDEROG (8]. The initial algebra of all axioms in Table 7 is isomorphic 
to lH/=r; essentially this is proved in BROOKES [9]. Taking care of some minor 
differences between the present definitions and those of BROOKES [9] is left 
to the reader. One such difference is caused by our separation of stable and 
unstable processes (by clause (iv) in Table 8), another one is due to the pos-
sible presence in our setting of 'silent exits', that is, a subprocess of the 
form T +x. (Such subprocesses do not occur in Brookes' framework since every 
branch ends there in NIL.) 
We conclude this subsection about finite processes with some simple ob-
servations. 
In the algebra, a process x is called unstable iff it is of the form 
TY+ z for some y,z. Now: 
3.2.6. PROPOSITION. In failure semantics: x is unstable iff x Tx. 
PROOF. x = i:y + z = L(y + z) + i:y TT (y + z) + i:i:y T (T (y + Z) +TY) 
i:(i:y+z) = i:x. 0 
Our next observation states that in failure semantics "almost all" oc-
currences of i:, in a finite process, can be eliminated. The proof of this 
fact is an instructive exercise and hence left to the reader. 
3. 2. 7. PROPOSITION. Let. I- refer to the axiom system in Table 7. Lett be a 
term such that every 'branch' ends in o or some a e:: A (not i:). Then: 
(i) if t is stab Le, there is a •-free t' such that 1- t = t' 
(ii) if t is unstable, there are i:-free t 1 , ••• ,tn (n ~ lJ such that 
I- t = Tt + ••• + i:t . D 1 n 
3.2.8. REMARK. (i) Note that the condition on t is necessary when e:: is not 
present: e.g. i: + a cannot be proved equal to the form in part (ii) of the 
proposition. 
(ii) On the other hand, when e:: is around, (i) and (ii) of the proposition 
hold without the condition on t. E.g.: 
T +a= a+i:e:: = i:(a+e::) +i:e:: = i:(a+e::) +i:. 
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3.2.9. PROPOSITION. The following identities are provable from the axioms in 
Table 7. Here a e:: A0,. 
~~-
TABLE g. Failure semantics for finite processes: 
derived equations 
( i) a(u+i:y) = ax + ay 
(ii) i:(ax+ay) = i:ax + i:ay 
(iii) x +TY =i:(x+i:y) 
(iv) i:(ax+ay) = i:ax + ay 
( v) TX + X = TX (T2 in Table 
(vi) i:{x + y} =i:(x+y)+x 
(vii) a(x+i:y) a{x+i:y}+ay {T3 in Table 
{viii) a{x+i:y) a(x+y)+ay 
(ix) a{i:x + i:y + n)= ax + ay + az 
(x) ax + ay ax+ay+a(x+y) (COl in 3.1) 
(xi) ax+a(x+y+z) = ax+a(x+y)+a(x+y+z) (C02 in 
7) 
7) 
3.1) 
(xii) ax + a ( y + z) = ax + a ( y + z) + a ( x + y) (axiom S in 3.1) 
(xiii) i:(ax+z)+i:(ay+z) =T(ax+ay+z} 
(xiv) i:(ax+ay+z) = i:(ax+z)+ay 
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PROOF. (i) and (ii) follow from R3 in Section 3.1. The identity (iii) is pro-
ved in Proposition 3.2.6. Proof of (iv): 
T (ax + ay) (ii) Tax+ Tay = Tax+ Tay+ Tay 
Tax+ ay. 
(T4 is the 'fourth T-law' in Table 7.) 
(v): follows at once from T4. 
T (ax + ay) +Tay = 
T4 
(vi) : 
(vii): 
T(x+y) ~ T(x+y) +x+y = T(x+y) +x+y+xg T(x+y) +x. 
a(x+Ty) i4 a(T(x+y) +Ty) (i) a(x+y) +ay = a(x+y) +ay+ay 
a (x + Ty) + ay. 
(viii): proved in (vii). 
(ix) : By (iii), TX +TY = T (Tx +Ty). Now: 
a(TX+Ty+TZ)T4 a(T(TX+Ty) +Tz) (f} a(TX+Ty) +azm ax+ay+az. 
(x): ax + ay = a (Tx +Ty) {vi a (Tx +TY+ x) f4 a (Tx +TY+ T (x + y)) (~) 
ax + ay + a (x + y) • 
(xi) : 
(xii) : 
ax + a (x + y + z) = 
a(TX+T(x+y+z)) (T4) 
a(Tx+y+z) = 
a(Tx+y+TX+y+z) = (T4) 
a (TX + T (x + y) + TX + T (x + y + Z)) 
a ( TX + T (x + y) + T (x + y + z) ) = 
ax +a (x + y) +a (x + y + z) • 
ax+a(y+z) = (x) 
ax+a(y+z) +a(x+y+z) = (xi) 
ax+a(y+z) +a(x+z) +a(x+y+z) (x) 
ax +a (y + z) +a (x + z). 
(xiii): immediate from Rl. 
(xiv) : T (ax + z) + ay T4 T (ax + ay + z) + T (ax + z) 6cfill T (ax + ay + z). D 
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3 • 3 • F ailwz.e -1 ema.n.;li_CA wUh delay, o peA.a:to/l. 
In Section 1 we considered an axiom system Bs8 for bisimulation semantics 
with explicit divergence; this was an extension of the left column of Table 
7. We will now do the same for failure semantics and the resulting axiom 
system will be an extension of the whole of Table 7: see Table 10. To see 
that Table 10 extends Table 7, note that some axioms are dropped that have 
00 
become derivable, and note that DE generalizes DEk (the k-periodical ver-
oo 
sions of DE ) . Let us first explain this infinitary rule. It says that all 
exit processes of an infinite •-trace may be strung together, at the root, 
by a single •-loop (see Figure 6). So, as in Bs8 , a divergence is replaced 
by a simpler divergence - but still a divergence. 
00 DE : 
'I (xo) = 
'I(yO) 
'I(yl) 
Figure 6 
Remarkably, the order in which the exit processes y0 ,y1 , ... appear 
along the infinite •-trace is not important in failure semantics. This can 
already be seen in the finite case: the order of the exit processes on a ,_ 
trace is lost in failure semantics, as the following example suggests. 
, (• (T (Tx + air0 J + air1 > + air 2 > + air 3 (*) 
where 1T is any permutation of 0,1,2,3. Here I- refers to the axioms for 
failure semantics in Table 7, which are included in Table 10. The proof of 
(*) is simple: using '(•x + y) = TX + y we have LHS (*) :-: TX + a0 + a1 + a 2 + a 3 , 
etc. 
The axioms DEl, DE2 are in fact superfluous, as they can be derived 
" 
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00 
from DE (in fact even from its consequence DE1 , as shown in Proposition 
1.1. 2). 
Axiom DE4, the linearity of delay, is specific for failure semantics. 
It is an immediate consequence of an equally important property of delay in 
failure semantics, namely that prefixing delay amounts to adding livelock. 
This is proved in the next proposition. 
TABLE 10. Axioms for failure se~antics with explicit divergence 
x+y = y+x 
(x+y)+z = x+(y+z) 
x + x = x 
(x+y)z=xz+yz 
(xy)z = x(yz) 
0 + x = x 
ox = 0 
aT = a 
TT= T 
TX+y =TX+T(x+y) 
Tl(T) = T 
T1(a) = a if a i I 
TI(a) = T if a € I 
Tl(x + y) = T1(x) + T1(y) 
TI(xy) = TI(x)•TI(y) 
T1{t:i.{x)) = fJ.(T 1{x)) 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
Tl 
Tl' 
T4 
Tll 
TI2 
TI3 
TI4 
TI5 
TI6 
a(bx+u)+a(by+v) a{bx+by+u)+a{bx+by+v) Rl 
fJ.x = TfJ.X 
fJ.x x + fJ.x 
fJ.x x+M 
fJ.{ x + y) = fJ.x + fJ.y 
00 
DE 
OEl 
DE2 
DE3 
DE4 
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CX> 
3.3.2. PROPOSITION. From DE the foLLowing are derivable: 
(i) 6.x = x + 6.o (DE3) 
(ii) 6.(x+y) = 6.x+6.y (DE4) 
PROOF. Let it a(x), the alphabet used by x. Consider the system of equations 
zo = i•z +x 1 
zl i•z 2 
(= i•z2 +o) 
z2 i•z 3 
(= i• z + 0) 
3 
z i•z 
n+l 
(= i•z +o) 
n n+l 
CX> 
as hypothesis for an application of DE , and conclude 
(1) -r {i} cz0 J 6 ( -r { i} (x + o + o + •.. ) ) = 6 -r {i} (x) = 6.x . 
(Here '{i} (x) = x follows from it a(x) .) 
On the other hand, 
CX> 
further, an application of DE (or already DE1 ) yields 
( 3) 't { i} ( z1 ) = 6 't { i} { o + O + ••. ) = 6 o • 
Combining (1), (2), (3) we have 
6.X = X + 't 6 o = X + 6 0 • 
{ii) follows immediately from {i) : 
6 (x + y) x + y + 6 o = x + 6 o + y + 6 o = 6.x + 6 y . D 
3.3.3. REMARK. (i) Note that in the proof of Proposition 3.3.2 we have only 
d h f 11 . f. . (1 11 . [
2 ] f h . f" 
use t e o owing initary consequence et us ea it DE ) o t e in i-
00 
nitary rule DE : 
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DE[ Z] 
i•z + y 1 1 
(DE1 , also used in the proof, follows in turn from DE[
2].) 
Note also that DE(Z] does not follow from the 'periodical' versions DEk (k~l). 
(ii) In Proposition 3.3.6 an alternative proof of the linearity of A is given, 
which, interestingly, seems quite different and uses the implication 
Rl + DE2 + RSP ~ A (x + y) Ax+ b.y. 
Here Rl is the 'readiness' axiom in Table 10, and RSP, the Recursive Speci-
fication Principle, states that a guarded system of recursion equations has 
a unique solution. 
This second proof gives the additional information that while BS8 is 
consistent with Rl and also consistent with A=<, it is inconsistent with 
{Rl, A = <}. 
[ 2] (iii) Question: Can DE be proved from Rl + DEk (k ;)?: 1) + RSP? 
3.3.4. REMARK. Pictorially, the proof of Proposition 3.3.2(i) amounts to 
the following (see Figure 7): 
X+ M= 
Figure 7 ' ' 
<~ •i=!::i.x 
x ---
---
/ \. 
3.3.5. REMARK. In DE
00 
there appears an infinite sum: l <I(yk). In the 
k 
graph model (to be constructed below from ~N ) this is just what is inten-
1 
ded (the graphs are countably branching) , but in the algebra there are no 
00 
infinite terms. So, DE is in fact only applicable in cases where the yk 
(k;)?: 1) are such that there are only finitely many different <I (yk). 
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We will now give a different proof of the linearity of 6, using the proof 
principleRSP (Recursive Specification Principle) which, for BS, is studied ex-
tensively in BAETEN, BERGSTRA & KLOP [l]. It states that a guarded system of 
recursion equations has a unique solution. Clearly, all 'interesting' models 
of the axioms would satisfy RSP. (We have proved it for the model A(FS) of an 
extension FS of Fs6 , in Section 4.2.7.) 
3.3.6. PROPOSITION. Fs6 -DE4+RSP 1- b.(x+y) 6x+ 6y (DE4) 
PROOF. Consider the following guarded systems of recursion equations, where 
i does not occur in x,y: 
l p = •P1 + •P2 P1 x + ipl P2 y + ip2 
x + ir1 + ir2 
l q = Tql + Tq2 ql x + iq2 q2 y + iql 
Then the solution vector (p, ri, r;> satisfies E3 , where ri 
and r' 2 
p = T(x+ipl) + T(y+ip2) Rl T(x+ipl +ip2) + T(y+ipl +ip2) 
ri x+ip1 +ip2 = x+i(x+ip1 ) +i(y+ip2 ) Rl 
x+i(x+ip1 +ip2 ) +i(y+ip1 +ip2 ) = x+iri +ir2 
r' 2 
Tr' + Tr' 1 2 
Likewise one calculates that (q, rl, r2) satisfies E3 , where rl = x + iq1 + iq2 
and r2 = y + iq1 + iq2 . Since E3 is guarded, RSP applies and yields equality of 
these two solution vectors for E3 . In particular, p = q; and hence 
T { i} (p) T { i} (q) (1) 
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Further, using E1 we have 
8x +8y (2) 
00 
Here DE1 (a consequence of DE ) is used as follows: 
8 ( i: { i} (x) ) 8(x) 
(Note that i:{i} (x) = x by the assumption that i does not occur in x. In fact, 
a formal justification of this equation would necessitate a calculus to deal 
with alphabets and axioms and rules thereabout; these can be found in BAETEN, 
BERGSTRA & KLOP [1]. Here, we will treat this matter in an informal way.) 
Similarly, E2 gives 
i:•8(x+y) +i:•8(x+y) = i:8(x+y) = 8(x+y). (3) 
Here we used DE2 : 
8 ( i: { i} (x + y) ) 8 (x + y) 
Now by (1)-(3): 
8 (x + y) 8x + 8y. O 
3.3.7. REMARK. The following is a pictorial representation of the essence of 
the proof in Proposition 3.3.6 (see Figure 8): 
l'la + lib = 
T~. TT 1a br 
T 
:r 
'i2 
Ri f2 
:r 
3.3.8. PROPOSITION. The following are derivable in FSfi: 
( i ) fix = fix + ti o 
(ii) afi (x + y) afix + afiy 
(iii) afi (x + y) = afix + afiy + afiO 
PROOF. Simple. D 
l'l(a + b) 
It is important to realize that the present extension of the kernel 
system BSfi, is inconsistent with the extension BS (= BSfi + {fi = T}): 
3. 3. 9. PROPOSITION. BS + FS fi is tr>ace inconsistent. 
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PROOF. BS+FSfi I- a(x+y) = al(x+y) = afi(x+y) = afix+afiy = a•x+a-ry = ax+ay, 
and for e.g. x = b, y = o this yields ab = ab + ao, a trace inconsistency in 
the sense of Section 1.4. D 
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3. 4. A model.. f_ofl f.a,.U.u.fle 4eman.;Li_v., wilh explici....t.. di.veflg,en.ce. 
As before, we want to construct a model for the axioms in Table 10. In fact, 
a model is constructed in Section 4.2 below, so we do not need to be worried 
about the consistency of the axioms in Table 10. However, this model A{FS) 
cannot be called a model for explicit divergence, as it satisfies 6T = T 
with the consequence that in this model we abstract from many divergences. 
Here a 'divergence' is defined as follows. 
3.4.1. DEFINITION. A process graph is called divergent if it is possible to 
perform an infinite sequence of •-steps, starting from the root. A node in a 
process graph is divergent if the corresponding subgraph is. 
We will discuss some of the problems in the construction of a model for 
Fs6 , the axiom system in Table 10; further we will present a conjectured model 
for FS6 which respects divergence. First let us be more precise about the 
phrase "a model with explicit divergence" or "a model which respects divergence". 
3.4.2. DEFINITION. Let t,s be expressions which are a-normalised. Then a model 
A respects divergence if A I= t= s implies that both t,s contain an occurrence 
of 6 or both do not. 
The most straightforward attempt to construct a model for Fs6 which respects 
divergence, is to consider all process graphs g i:: ~N and define the failure set 
I 
Flgl as in the following Table. 
3. 4. 3. DEFINITION. Let g i:: ~N . The failure set FI gD is defined as the least 
I 
set satisfying the clauses in Table 11. For all cr i:: A*: 
TABLE 11. Failure set for processes with explicit 
divergence 
(i) (J h not divergent ( cr. 1 ( h l l i:: rug n g --+h, =9 
(ii) (J g--+ll ~ CJE E F(gl 
(iii) (cr, XUY)E F(gl =9 (cr,X)i:: Fllgl 
(iv) g unstable =9 T E F (gJ 
(v) (J g---+ h, h divergent ~ (cr,8) i:: FUgl 
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Now define for g ,he: YN, : g =r h iff F[gO flh8. (In words, g,h are failure 
equivalent.) The problem, pointed out to us by R. van Glabbeek, is that this 
notion of failure equivalence is not a congruence on YN. • The difficulty is in I 
the abstraction operator 'I· Namely, let g,h be as in Figure 9 (in an ad hoe 
notation: 
g = l an and h 
n?l 
Then g =r h. However, 
n w 
a + a . ) 
n;>.l 
since '{a}(h) contains (X,~) and '{a} (g) does not. 
Of course, the problem is due to the fact that the definition of the 
failure set in Table 11 works on a local scale when process graphs are concer-
ned without divergences - hence g,h are failure equivalent. But when divergen-
ces are around, the definition of the failure set turns out to possess infinite 
foresight: it can discern divergences. Therefore abstraction does not work. 
A remedy seems to be to add a clause (vi) to Table 11: 
{I) 
"If p e:A is an infinite trace of g, then p e:FOgO". The effect is that now g,h 
of Figure 9 are no longer failure equivalent. 
g h 
Figure 9 
a a 
a 
I 
However, with this revised failure equivalence there is a new problem. (Also 
this remark is due to R. van Glabbeek.) Let g,h be the equivalence classes 
- -
of g,h from Figure 9. Then both g and h solve the equation X = aX + a; it is 
easy to check that g =r a.g + a and likewise for h. Since g ~ h this means 
that the purported model YN,!=r would not satisfy RSP, which in itself is 
unsatisfactory. 
We will now discuss a construction which, we conjecture, does give a sa-
tisfactory model. (The discussion is tentative and further investigation is 
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required.) 
3 .4 .4. DEFINITION. Let g £ ~N • 
I 
(i) g is weakiy divergent if there are, starting from the root, arbitrarily 
long -r -paths. 
(ii) g is weakiy divergent after a if there are, starting from the root, 
. a· 
arbitrarily long paths n with va.l(n) =a. Notation: g ~A. 
Now define a 
(v)' g ~A ==::} 
variant of Fl J as in Table 11, by replacing clause (v) by: 
(cr ,A) £ FlgO. We write for the resulting failure equivalence: =[. *) 
Interestingly, the difference between divergence and weak divergence 
seems to fade away in failure semantics, since every weakly divergent graph g 
is failure equivalent (in the sense of =F> to a divergent graph g'. This can 
be seen by saturating g with 'crosses' (see [8]): every part A (u,v£A-r) 
may be replaced by n without altering the failure set. vI Iv 
vMv 
Call a graph 'cross-saturated' if adding a cross yields a bisimilar graph. 
So the cross-saturation of g as in Figure 9 is g' as in Figure lO(a) and 
this graph is in fact bisimilar tog" in Figure lO(b). 
(a) 
Figure 10 
( b) 
a 
~" \, 
*) Definition 3.4.4(ii) was suggested to us by R. van Glabbeek who noted that a simpler defi-
nition of =F• obtained by replacing 'divergent' by 'weakly divergent' in Table 11, does not 
work. For, let g*, h* be graphs as g,h in Figure 9 but with all initial steps relabeled into 
1 b1 • Then we would have (in the simpler definition of =r) that g* and h* are failure equivalent. 
However, i:{ }(g*) = b while -r{ }(h*) = b + bA; hence (b,A) would be in the failure set of h* 
but JlOt in a that of g*. So: a 
-r{a}(g*) ~; -r{a}(h*); 
in other words, abstraction is not well-defined. 
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3.4.5. CONJECTURE. y~/=r is a modei for Fs6 with expticit divergence, and 
satisfying RSP. 
Note that, since every g is failure equivalent (in the sense of =;l to 
a cross-saturated g', an equivalent construction is 
g to g:, , the domain of cross-saturated process N, .~, 
out =r as given by Table 11. In other words: 
YN. !=f~ and Y~ /=f- are isomorphic. 
1 · I 
obtained by restricting 
graphs, and now dividing 
It would be interesting to investigate the relationship between the 
notion of 'cross-saturated' process graph and suitable notions of 'closed' 
process graphs. 
It is also interesting to note that the model A(FS), constructed below 
in section 4.2, which satisfies 6T = T, does not need a restriction of the 
underlying process graph domain. 
3.4.6. REMARK. The definition of FU 8 in Table 11 states that in a divergence 
node only the trace cr and the information 'divergence' (6) is given and no 
information about impossible next steps, as in clause (i). This is not an 
arbitrary choice but a rather straightforward consequence of previous consi-
derations, notably the linearity of 6. Namely, consider the example a6(b +c) 
or its graph in Figure ll(a): 
a 
Figure 11 (a} (b) 
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As the definition of failure set stands, the contribution of node s in g is 
(a, 6). Indeed the additional information in, say, (a, {b,c}, 6) or rather 
{(a, X, 6) l X <;; {b,c} } 
would be superfluous, since by linearity of 6 the process aA (b + c) equals 
a (6b + 6c + 60) , with graph h in Figure llb. Now nodes s 1 , s 2 , s 3 in h would yield 
(a, {b}, 6), (a, { c} , A) , (a, ~. A) 
and hence the information about impossible initial steps is obliterated since 
Y<;;;;;~}. 
In BERGSTRA, KLOP & OLDEROG [8] we have employed certain process graph trans-
formations in order to get a completeness result. A typical process graph 
transformation used there, and which is also valid here, is: 
Figure 12 (b) 
That is, in a configuration occurring in a process graph as in Figure 12(a), 
a b-step may be inserted as in Figure 12 (b). Here a,b e: A0,. 
Note that two applications of this transformation just correspond to the 
axiom Rl in Table 7: 
Figure 13 
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It is not hard to verify that this process graph transformation is sound w.r.t. 
FU 0, also in the present situation where a,b may be'· 
It is not required in the process graph transformation as shown that all 
five nodes involved are distinct; but it is required that the graph is 'histo-
ry-unambiguous' , i.e. a node may have only one history cr e: A* (note that the 
history cr contains only proper steps, no •-steps). E.g. the following transfor-
mation is not sound: 
Figure 14 
~ 
b \_..):..:> b I--
The transformation is not sound, as nodes has histories ab*. However, if b = T, 
s is history-unambiguous and we have an interesting sound process graph trans-
formation which we will call the "•-jump': 
Figure 15 
It is derived from the transformation explained above, by first inserting a •-
step which later can be removed: 
=t> - _¥\a 
.~-
Figure 16 
The •-jump gives an easy "explanation" of the linearity of !J.: 
c::::;> =={> ~a 1contraction 
L L L L T-cycle 
b T C 
Figure 17 
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Note that a generalisation of the T-jump is as follows: 
Figure 18 
path 1T 
with 
history o history o 
\ 
~t 
Here nodes s, t have the same history o e: A*. The procedure to obtain this T -
jump is to use interpolating deterministic T-steps to make 1T, 1T' contain the 
same steps including T-steps, and then to use the 'cross' transformation in 
Figure 13. 
An interesting consequence is that the T-jump also "explains" (or illu-
strates) the identity l>.x = x + l>.o (proved in Proposition 3. 3. 2 (i)) : 
x + M ~'t • ={> ~ • oootmtioo[> 
Z:J b ' ':) Lb' of T-cycle 
Figure 19 
(Here the T-jump is justified since s,t both have history A.) 
4 , FA I l URE SEMANTICS WITH FA lR ABSTRACT! ON OF UNSTABLE DIVERGENCE : FS 
In this section we come to the main observations of this paper. In Section 2 
it was shown that bisimulation semantics admits abstraction from all (perio-
dical) divergences, formalised by the rules DEk (k ~ 1) and !:>. = T. In failure 
semantics putting !:>. T leads at once to an inconsistency (Proposition 3.3.9); 
but it is possible to abstract from a special type of divergences, which we 
"" will call 'unstable' divergences, and which is formalised by the rule DE and 
the equation 
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4 .1. An axi..om an.d de./li..ved eqµa;U_on,,J f.mz. ab-1Vz.acti.._on of- U11.Amb-le di.vvig,ence. 
Above, a process was called unstable if it admits an initial T-step. Consider 
such an unstable process p, and make the process divergent by appending a T-
loop at the root, i.e. form Ap. Then Ap is a diverging process and we will say 
that it is an unstable divergence since p is. In Proposition 3.2.6 it was re-
marked that p is unstable iff p = Tp; so Ap = ATp. That is, unstable divergence 
'is' just AT. 
4.1.1. PROPOSITION. The axiom system FSA in Table 10 is inconsistent with 
A = T, but is consistent with AT = T. 
PROOF. The first part of the proposition is proved in Proposition 3.3.9; in 
Section 4.2 a model A(FS) for fair abstraction from unstable divergence is gi-
ven. 0 
We will refer to the equation AT = T as 'fair abstraction from un-
stab Le divergence' . The axiom system FSA + {AT = T} will be denoted by FS. 
4.1.2. lqµa;tLon-1 de./li..ved fA-om FS. 
In FS we can derive the following list of equations (see Table 12) • For the 
sake of completeness we have included in Table 12 some derived equations men-
tioned earlier, viz. some that are already derivable without the axiom AT = T. 
Also several of these equations are formulated (in the right column of Table 
12) in equivalent versions using E (e.g. A= E +Ao is equivalent with 
Ax = x + Ao, as can be seen by evaluating Ax = ( E + Ao) x ) • Moreover, E enables 
us to treat A as a constant, so that e.g. the equation TX = TX+ Ax can be 
rendered as T = T + A • 
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TABLE 12. Derived equations in failure semantics with fair abstraction 
without A 
X +Ty =T(X+Ty) 
T(ax + ay) = Tax+ ay 
ax+ay = a(TX+Ty) 
TX = TX + X 
T(x+y) = T(x+y)+x 
a(x+Ty) = a(x+Ty)+ay 
a(x+Ty) = a(x+y)+ay 
without AT = T 
Ax + y = T (Ax + y) 
Ax =Ax +M 
aAx = aAx + aM 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
aA(x+y) = 
aA(x+y) = 
aAx + aAy 11 
aAx + aAy + aM 12 
with AT = T 
Tx = TX +Ax 
TX = 'CX+Ao 
Ax = x +M 
13 
14 
15 
A(x+Ty)=x+Ty 16 
Ax + Ty = x + Ty l 7 
aAx+ay=a(x+Ty) 18 
ax = ax + aAo 
ax = ax + aAx 
19 
20 
a ( T + x) = a + aAx 21 
T + x = -r +Ax 22 
A(x+y) = x+Ay 23 
with e: 
4' 
a(T+x) = a{e:+x)+a 7 1 
A= A+M 
T = T +A 
'C = T +Ao 
A= e:+M 
a = a+ aAo 
a= a+aA 
M =A 
91 
13 I 
14 1 
15 1 
19 1 
20 1 
24 
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PROOF. Equations 1-12 have been proved in Propositions 3.2.9 and 3.3.8. As 
to the remaining identities, they can easily be proved from the axioms together 
with 1-12 and the crucial identity 15. We will prove the equivalent form 15', 
6. = e: + 6.o: 
!:!,. = 
6.(e:+-rM) = 
6.(l(e:+M)+-rM) = 
l:n(e:+M)+6.-rM 
l(e:+M)+-rM 
e: + -r6.o 
e: + 6.o 
Some examples of proofs for some other identities may suffice: 
13. -rx 6.-rx = 6.(lx+x) = 6.-rx+6.x = -rx+6.x. 
14. -rx -rx + 6.x = -rx + x + 6.o = -rx + 6.o. 
15. 6.x + -ry = x + -ry + 6.o = x + -ry. 
24. 6.6. = 6.-r6. = -r6. = 6.. Alternatively: 6.6. 6. + L'lo !:!,. • D 
Note that identity 15, which is DE3 in Table 10, is already proved in 
Proposition 3.3.2(i), in the context of FS6.. The merit of the present proof of 
"" 15 (or 15') is that it does not use the infinitary rule DE ; instead we have 
used above 6.-r = -r. We do not know whether there is a proof of DE3 in FS6., 
"" without DE . 
4.1.3. REMARK. We recall that: p is unstable~ p = -rp. Likewise, p is divergent 
"" ~ p = 6.p. (The implication~ follows from DE .) Now one easily checks that 
6.-r = -r is equivalent to the coincidence of these properties, of being unstable 
and bein9 divergent: 
6.-r = -r ~ ( 'ijP p is divergent iff p is unstable). 
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4.1.4. REMARK. From DE (in Table 9) and ~. = T one derives easily the fol-
lowing rule KFAR , describing "KFAR for failure semantics with fair abstraction 
of unstable divergence": 
KFAR 
x 
n i •x + •Yn' n n+l ne:JN, 
(For KFAR, see the introduction of Section 2.) 
i e: I 
n 
An inspection of the details of the algebraical verification of the 
Alternating Bit Protocol in [5], which was done in the setting of bisi~ula­
tion semantics using KFAR, learns that this verification also could have taken 
-place in failure semantics using KFAR . 
We will now define a homomorphic image of the model A(FS~) in Section 3.4 for 
failure semantics with explicit divergence; the new model will be obtained by 
abstraction from unstable divergence in a sense made precise below. (We will 
not prove here that the new model is in fact a homomorphic image of A(FS~) .) 
As in Section 3.4 the point of departure is the domain of countably branching 
process graphs; the notion of failure equivalence between such process graphs 
which we are going to define arises by adapting clause (v) in Table 10: 
for g e: ft , F*I gU is defined as the least set such that for all a e: A* the 
clauses in Table 13 hold. 
TABLE 13. Failure set for processes with abstraction of 
unstable divergence 
(i) g ~ h, h not divergent =9 (a, I(h)) e: F*lgl 
(ii ) g ~ 0 ==} OE: e: F*B g B 
(i i i J (a, x u Y) e: F*H g J =* (a, x J e: F*I g D 
(iv) g unstable ~ Te: F*lgl 
(v)* a g --. h, h divergent, I/ X~Ae: (a, X) i F*Ugl ~ (a,~) e: F*lgl 
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The rather complicated clause (v)* (which will be eliminated soon) says that 
a (cr, A) obtained from a diverging node s with history 0 , may be erased from 
F*[g] whenever there is a 'proper' failure pair (0 , X) around, i.e. whenever 
g contains a non-diverging node s' with the same history cr· 
4.2.1. EXAMPLES. (i) Ing as in Figure 20(a), the contribution of diverging 
node s, namely (a, A), may be erased as there is a non-diverging node s' with 
the same history. Thus 
c 
F*Ugl ={<•(A, {a}l, (a, {b}), (ab, {e:}), abe:} 
So if h,k are as in Figure 20(b),(c), then 
F*lgl = F*lhO = F*UkO. 
In the algebra we have 
aA<b = a<b = ab. 
g h k 
(a) (b) {c) Figure 20 
(ii) Similarly, if g is the graph in Figure 2l(a), then F*UgO does not contain 
(a, A) since s' is non-diverging and has history a. It is easy to check that 
F*(gft equals the failure set of the graphs in Figure 2l(b)-(e). Algebraically: 
aA(b+<c) +ac = aA<(b+<c) +ac = a<(b+<c) +ac = a(b+<c) +ac. 
Note that in both examples (i), (ii) we find that A<=<. 
As always, we define 
g =r* h ~ F*UgB = F*lhl. 
It turns out that there is a very natural definition of =r*• via the failure 
set Fg B as defined in the following Table 14. The remarkable property of this 
definition is that it does not mention the divergence property of nodes at all. 
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b 
(a) (b) (d) (e) 
Figure 21 
4.2.2. DEFINITION. (i) FOgO is defined as the least set such that for all 
o EA* the following clauses hold: 
TABLE 14. Failure set for processes with abstraction of 
unstable divergence 
( i) 0 h stable (o, I(h))EFUgD g~h. ~ 
(ii) g~Q) ~ OE E Flgff 
(iii) (o, XUY)E Fllgll 9- (o, X) E F(gll 
(iv) g unstable ~ L E Flgll 
(v)* g~h ~ 0 E Fftgll 
(ii) g =r h ~ Fggg Fghg. 
4 • 2. 3 . PROPOSITION. Let = F* be de.fined as in Tab Le 13 and = F as 1,n Tab Le 14. 
Then =r* and =r coincide. 
PROOF. We will transform the definition of =r* via Table 13 in a number of 
steps into the definition of =r via Table 14. 
(1) The first transformation of the definition in Table 13 consists of re-
marking that instead of erasing (a,~) whenever a (o, X) is present, one can 
without altering the notion of =r~·· add (o, ~) whenever a (o, X) is present. 
Thus we obtain the definition 
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(i)-(iv) as in Table 13 
( v) g ~ h, h divergent ~ (cr, td c:F* (gll 
(vi) (cr, X) c: F*UgD ~ (cr, i:1) c: F*(gll 
(2) This definition is logically equivalent to the definition: 
(i)-(iv) as in Table 13 
( V) I cr g ______. h =? (cr, f1) c: F*lgll 
(3) Instead of adding (cr, f1) we obtain the same information if cr is added: 
(i)-(iv) as in Table 13 
(4) The next transformation is less trivial and consists in replacing the 
proviso "h is not divergent" of clause (i) in Table 13 by "h is not unstable" 
(or "his stable"). Note that this replacement is in accordance with Remark 
4.1.3. This last transformation gives us Table 14. Not only does this trans-
formation keep =r the same, it even keeps FI D the same. 
To see this, we argue as follows. Let F*BgO be the failure set defined 
as in (3), and ffigl as defined in Table 14. The only difference between 
F*Dgl andFlgD is thatfngO contains (a priori) less (cr,X)'s than F*lgO; 
namely, nondiverging but unstable nodes give no contribution in FfgO. However 
this does not matter: if s is a nondiverging unstable node, there must be a 
stable node t below s, reachable from s by T-steps. Now it is evident that 
the contribution at s is contained by that at t. D 
4.2.4. PROPOSITION. =r is a congruence w.r.t. the operations +,•,TI in the 
process graph domain ~N • 
I 
PROOF. As a preliminary notion, define for a process graph g: 
FP (g) {(cr,X) I (cr,X) c: FUgO 
TR(g) FttgD - FP (g). 
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So FP(g) is the part of the failure semantics of g consisting of failure pairs 
and TR(g) is the 'trace part'; we have: 
Fogo = Fog• o ~ FP <gl FP (g') & TR(g) 
First we consider the easiest case: <1 . 
Let g =F g'; to prove <1 (g) =F <1 (g'). Now 
TR(g'). 
TR(g) = ({<}) U {cr I a EA*, a E Flgft} U {aE I a EA*, OE E FUgft}. 
Here a is the 'instability indicator', signaling the possible presence of an 
initial <-step. 
(1) To prove TR(<I(g)) = TR(TI(g')). 
Case 1: if g is unstable, so is g'; and hence both <1 (g), <1 (g') are unstable. 
Case 2: g,g' both stable. Then, it is easy to see that abstraction by <I leads 
to an initial <-step for both of <1 (g), <1 (g'), or for none of them. 
So we have proved now that 
Proving that TR(l 1 (g)) and TR(l 1 (g')) also coincide w.r.t. their "a-part" and 
"crE-part" is trivial. 
(2) Further, to prove FP(< 1 (g)) = FP(< 1 (g')). 
Let (cr, X) E FP (l 1 (g)), and moreover let X be maximal so (for a fixed). Then 
this (cr, X) was obtained from a stable node s in <1 (g). The corresponding node 
s in g (which is there since <1 (g) is merely a relabeling of g) hence has out-
going steps I(s) disjoint from I. By maximality of X, in fact X = I(s) = 
AE - I (s). So Is X. It follows that node s in g is also stable and yields the 
same (cr,X) as a contribution to the failure setFUgO. SinceFBgO =Flg'O, 
(a, X)EFOg'~, obtained at stable node tEg'. Now since Ic;,;;X, we have I~I(t) 
~and therefore the stability of node t is preserved in <1 (g'). Therefore tin 
<1 (g') also contributes (cr, X). So we have proved (cr, X)E FP(cr 1 (g')), and, by 
symmetry, FP(<I(g)) = FP(TI(g')). 
(1) &(2) =9 <1 (g) =F <I(g'). 
Secondly, we consider +. So let g =F g'. To prove: g + h =F g' +h. By defi-
nition, g + h and g' + h are the graphs as in Figure 22, where we have anticipated 
the presence of E, considered in Section 4.2.9 below. (We leave it to the reader 
to mak.e the present argument "E-free".) 
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Figure 22 
e: 
That TR(g+h) = TR(g' +h) is easy. To check that FP(g+h) = FP(g' +h), we must 
a look at derivations g + h --- k. The case that a "/- >i. (the empty word in A*), 
is not difficult since those derivations 'lead properly into' either g or h. 
It remains to check the contributions by derivations g + h 
g' +h a ---•e. Now if g or his unstable, also g' or his unstable, and >i.-de-
rivations give no contribution, done. Otherwise, we have g,h stable and simul-
taneously g',h stable. This case is again easily dealt with. 
The third case, for • is left to the scrupulous reader. [] 
4.2.5. NOTATION. ~N1 /=F = A(FS). 
Without proof we state: 
4.2.6. THFDREM. A(FS) F FS. [] 
4. 2. 7. The un.i..qpe /.Jolvabw...t.y of- gu<l/lded /leCU/l/.J.i...on eqpailon/.J .i...n A (FS). 
Let E = {X. = T. cx1 , .•. ,X ) Ii= l, ... ,n} be a guarded system of recursion equa-1 1 n 
+ 
tions, where the T. (X) are expressions built from 
1 
variables X., ... ,X, +,•,atoms 
1 n 
a,b,c, ... e:A and T,e:,o. 'Eis guarded' means that every occurrence of an X. in 
J 
some T. is preceded 
1 
by an atom a,b,c, .... (More precisely: every occurrence X. 
J 
in a RHS T. of 
1 
E is an occurrence in a subterm of the form as, for some S and 
a e: A. ) We will be slightly more liberal and also admit e.g. a system as 
l xl = T X2 + 1X3 x2 ax1 + bx2 + cx3x 3 + d x3 ax 2 + b cx3 + d) 
as a guarded system, since (by replacing x 2 ,x3 in the first equation by their 
'bodies') this system can easily be 'developed' to a guarded one. 
We use the terminology in BAETEN, BERGSTRA & KLOP [l]: RDP (Recursive De-
finition~Principle) is the statement that every guarded E has a solution vector; 
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RSP (Recursive Specification Principle) states the unicity of the solution of 
a guarded E. 
4.2.7.1. THEOREM. A(FS) F RDP & RSP. 
PROOF. Let E = {X. = T. (X) Ii= l, ... ,n} be guarded. We will briefly indicate 
~~- 1 1 
the existence of a solution vector x1 , ... ,X (i.e. RDP): - -n 
CLAIM 1. In the model A(BS&) of BS&' RDP holds. 
For the process graph model A(BS) of BS the validity of RDP & RSP is proved 
in [l]; here we need only RDP and the adaptation of this result from BS to 
BS& is not problematic. 
CLAIM 2. The present model A(FS) is a homomorphic image of A(BS&), since FS 
is an extension of BS&. 
From Claims 1 and 2 we have RDP for A(FS). 
+ Uniqueness of the solution ~ of E (i.e. RSP). Let n e: lN be given. Since E is 
guarded, we can "develop E" to depth n. That is, by repeated substitution of 
the bodies of the X. we find a system 
1 
E' = {X. 
1 
T~(X) I i=l, •.. ,n} 
1 
+ 
such that the n-th projections u (T~ (X)) are closed terms (i.e. do not con-
n 1 
tain X.'s). Here u is defined as in [l]; intuitively u cuts off everything 
1 n n 
deeper than level n, where the level is measured w.r.t. the number of atoms 
a,b,c, ... (not T,e:,5!) encountered. 
+ 
Obviously, the closed terms u (T'. (X)) determine an "initial part" 
n 1 
Fog.0 rn of the failure sets FQg.U, where the process graph g. is a represen-
1 1 1 
tant of X .• Here FI g. ll In is defined for n? 2 as the set of a, cre:, (a, X) 
-1 1 
contained in F8g. D where length(cr) ~ n-1; for n = 1 we have to include more-
1 
over the signal 'T' in case g. is unstable. 
1 
Example: Let E' be {X = TabaY + cdeYX +a, Y abcY}, then u 3 (~) = Taba + cde +a, 
u 3 (!) = abc. Now if g,h are process graphs representing~·!• we know F8gD f 2 
and FOhft f 2. 
Finally, we observe that 
FOgl = n~l F8gD f n . 
Hence RSP follows. D 
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4.2.8. REMARK. (i) In the present semantics FS we have abstraction from all 
unstable divergences; what remains in a process, are the "proper" divergences, 
characterised as follows. First define, for g a process graph: 
g has a proper divergence at cr (£ A*) 4=9 
all a-derivatives h of g are divergent. 
(If g cr • h, h is called a cr -derivative of g.) 
Now one easily proves that the characterisation of proper divergences is: 
g has a proper divergence at cr ~ 
FlgD does not contain a failure pair (cr,X). 
E.g. ab6c has a proper divergence 'at' cr = ab, which reveals itself in the ab-
sence of a failure pair (ab, X) in F1ab6cU. 
Likewise 
a(b'+b6c)+a(b"+b6d) = 
a (b6c + b6d + b') +a (b6c + b6d + b") 
a(b6(c+d) +b') +a(b6(c+d) +b") 
has a proper divergence 'at' cr = ab. On the other hand, the expression 
ab6c + abde 
does not denote a process with a proper divergence, since one of the ab-deriva-
tives, viz. de, is not divergent. Indeed: 
ab6c + abde = a (b6c + bde) = a (hr6c + hrde) = a (hr6c + b6Tde) 
ab (6c + 6Tde) = ab6 (c + -rde) = ab6T (c + Tde) = ab (c + Tde) = 
ab (de + c) + abde, 
and the last expression manifestly does not contain a divergence. 
(ii) The model ll(FS) of FS defined above satisfies RSP, as shown in 4.2.7. As 
one may expect, a process having a proper divergence can never be the solution 
of a guarded system of recursion equations. 
Proof sketch of this proposition: suppose p has a proper divergence at cr and 
is a purported solution of E, a system of guarded recursion equations. Then 
'developing' E to a depth > length(cr), which is possible by the assumption 
of guardedness, we see (by the criterion in (i) for proper divergences) that 
the n-th projection of p must be divergence-free. 
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4 . 2 . 9 . ctierv.J.lon w.i;th .t.he emp:ty, pflOCe-1"1 e:. 
As before, we consider the extension with e: In the process graph domain this 
means that e: may occur as label; for simplicity we will not admit infinite e:-
traces. (The reason is that there is a degree of freedom on how to treat in-
w finite e:-traces. One plausible option is to arrange that e: = o; we prefer 
here to save us these choices.) 
In the algebra, we have again as only extra equatiops 
XE X 
EX X 
Just as o,T the new constant e: will not be an element of A, the set of proper 
actions a,b,c, .... 
As to the semantics: we will extend the definition of F(g0, given in 
Table 14, so that it covers the case where g may contain e:-steps. In fact, 
the definition remains the same - we must only extend the notions of 'stable 
node', 'initial steps', 'derivation' g CJ ---•h. This is entirely straightfor-
ward: 
4.2.9.1. DEFINITION. Let g be a process graph possibly containing e:. 
( i) 
(ii) 
Let h be a subgraph of g, different from O. Then g __ CJ_,.., h if there is 
a path n from the root of g to h such that the proper steps in n deter-
mine the word CJ e: A*; moreover, the Last step of n must not be an e: -step. 
g 
CJ 
--........ ~O is defined as before: if there is a path n determining CJ to an 
end node, then g CJ 
--- 0 (even if the last step of n is an e:-step). 
(iii) The set of initial steps of h, I(h), is defined as before in such a 
way that e:-steps are 'transparant' (like •-steps). 
RemGA.k. The effect of (i) of this definition will be to declare endpoints of 
e:-steps to 'virtual nodes' that contribute no failure pairs to FlgO. 
4.2.9.2. DEFINITION. Let g be as in the previous definition. Let s be a node 
of g. Then s is a stable node if it is not an endpoint of an e:-step and there 
is no path leading from s starting with e:nT for some n ~ 0. 
,with these definitions, FOgO and =r are defined as before in 4.2.2. 
4. 2. 9. 3. EXAMPLES. (i) Let g be +o~-£~)() . Then Fogo 
(Note that the root is a stable point.) 
c {(X, {£} ), £} • 
(ii) Let g be as in Figure 23 (a). Then F1g0 = {T, (X, {£}), E}c 
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The contribution (X, {£}) is yielded by the endpoint of the T-step, which is 
T 
a stable point. Note that +o.~~_,..>o has the same failure set, as should in-
deed be the case since T +£ = T (this is equivalent with the second T-law, T2, 
in Table 7). 
(iii) Let g be as in Figure 23(b). Then FUgO {(X,{a,£}), (a, {£}),E,adc. 
The displayed failure pairs are given by the root of g resp. the endpoint of 
the a-step. 
Further, let h be as in Figure 23(c). Then FlhO c { (X, {£}), (a,{£}), £,ad . 
The displayed failure pairs are given by the endpoint of the T-step resp. of 
the a-step. 
Note that g f.F h, as should be the case; for, £+a = T +a yields a trace 
inconsistency: (€ +a)o = (T + a)o ~ ao =TO +ao. 
(iv) In some cases, T-steps may be replaced by e-steps: let g,h be as in Fi-
gure 23(d), (e). Then 
{T, (a, {e}), ae, 
Algebraically we have 
T (a+ T) + T = T (a+ T) +TT = a+ TT 
T(a+e) +Te= T(a+e) +T. 
c (X,{E}),e}. 
a+T a+ TE: 
(v) We have not admitted infinitely long e-traces. Note that if we would 
have, the failure semantics of e
00 (and of any process having only £-steps and 
no finite branches) would be the empty set. 
AAA 
Figure 23 (a) (b) (c) 
A. A 
A~ A-0 
{d) (e) 
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(vi) Also the failure semantics of the constant ~ can now be determined: 
~ is interpreted in the model as the process graph (modulo =Fl g in Figure 
24(a). Now FUgO = h, d. 
(vii) The failure semantics of ~o has as representant the process graph h 
as in Figure 24(b) and also k as in Figure 24(c). Both have failure set {T}. 
(viii) ~o+E is in the model (the equivalence class of) gas in Figure 24(d). 
Now FBgO = {T, £}. (Cf. Example (vi) .) 
(a) (b) 
6 l 
l 
( c) (d) 
Figure 24 
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4. 2 .10. The T-j.ump bla.n-1f_o/lJTlai:.i_on. 
As in Section 3 .5, we have a proc·ess graph transformation T-jump, with the 
difference that the T-loop authorizing the T-jump may now be removed: 
Figure 25 
6 
-- T ---
or more generally: 
Figure 26 
0 
T 
An example is already considered above: see Figure 21. 
Note that, if aLL nodes with history o are divergent, the present T-jump 
does not help to get rid of this "a-divergence", in accordance with Remark 
4.2.8. (See Figure 27.) 
Figure 27 
~---- =V 
a 
T T T 
b c b c 
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4. 3. ClwA.ade/l.i.Atic p.ll.OCeA/JeA. 
In this section we will oonsider characteristic processes, i.e. processes built ex:clusively fran 
o,E,T,A by means of+ and •; we will do this in the setting of bisimulation 
semantics with fair abstraction (as in Section 2) and failure semantics with 
fair abstraction from unstable divergence (as in Section 4.2). 
Since in this case A= T, we need only consider processes built from o,E,T. 
Now there is the following classification (we will not give the proof here) : 
4.3.1.1. PROPOSITION. Each process involving only o- and T-steps_is under 
bisimulation semantics equal to one of the processes 
o, T, TO, TO+T, T(TO+T). D 
We remark that this classification also pertains to infinite processes; 
and furthermore that these five processes constitute a process algebra. 
4.3.1.2. DEFINITION. Let x,y be elements of some process algebra. Then 
x i;;;; y ~ 3 z x + z = y. 
(Note that x i;;; y iff x + y = y.) 
In this 'summand ordering', the five To-processes are partially ordered 
as follows (see Figure 28) : 
Figure 28 Th + TO) 
TO 
After addition of E there is a surprising fact, discovered by KOYMANS & 
VRANCKEN (16]: the classification, even of the finite processes over o,T,E, 
then turns out to be an infinite one, and with the partial ordering just defi-
ned the finite OET-processes determine the same partial order as that of the 
Rieger-Nishimura lattice in intuitionistic propositional logic. (For an expla-
nation of this structure see VAN DALEN (12).) 
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4.3.1.3. PROPOSITION (Koymans & Vrancken). 
(i) All finite processes built from o,e,T in bisimulation semantics with fair 
abstraction are equal to one of the processes in the partial order of Figure 
29. 
(ii) When in.finite processes are also under consideration, a classification 
is obtained by completing the partial order in Figure 29 by two elements a 
and Ta where a is the sum of all the finite elements in the partial order. 
PROOF. KOYMANS & VRANCKEN { 1 7 ] • 0 
T(p+q)+Tq T(p + Tq) 
T(p + q) 
p 
T( Th+ TO)+ T(£ +To))+ T(T + T(£ +To)) 
T(T(T +To)+ T(£ +TO)) 
TO 
Figure 29 
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4 . 3. 2. Charwct~tic p.lloCeA-<>eA in f.a,i._)_wie -<>eman:tle-<> wlih ab-<>bz.action {Aom 
Ufl/.J;t_able d.J...vMg,ence. 
When failure semantics is adopted, the infinitely many finite OET-processes 
of 4.3.1 collaps to the five processes in Figure 30(a). When moreover A is 
added and the principle AT = T (abstraction from unstable divergence) is ad-
opted, only two new processes arise: 
4.3.2.1. PROPOSITION. In failuPe semantics with abstpaction fPom unstable 
divePgence, all pPocesses built fPom o,E,T,A aPe equal to one of the seven 
in the lattice of FiguPe 30(b). They foPm a pPocess algebPa with addition and 
multiplication tables as in Table 15, 16. 
T +TO 
T T 
TO 
TO 
E 
Figure 30 (b) 
TABLE 15 
+ 0 E T TO TO+T A M 
0 0 E T TO TO+T A M 
E E E T TO+T TO+T A A 
T T T T TO+T TO+T T T 
TO TO TO+T TO+T TO TO+T TO+T TO 
TO+T TO+T TO+T TO+T TO+T TO+T TO+T TO+T 
A A A T TO+T TO+T A A 
M M A T TO TO+T A M 
TABLE 16 
• 0 £ T TO TO+T ll M 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
£ 0 £ T TO TO+T ll M 
T TO T T TO TO+T ll M 
TO '[0 '[0 '[0 '[0 TO '[0 TO 
TO+'[ '[0 TO+'[ TO+T '[0 TO+T TO+T TO 
ll M ll '[ '[0 TO+T ll M 
M M M M M M M M 
PROOF. The definition of failure semantics in Definition 4.2.2 shows that 
every characteristicprocess x must have a failure semantics FlxO which has the 
form 
{T, c (A,{£}), (A, _0), £} U {A} 
where some of the four displayed contributions in { .•• }c may be absent. 
Accordingly, there are the following possibilities: 
TABLE 17. Failure semantics of characteristic 
processes with abstraction of 
unstable divergence 
x 
£ 
FI x I = {L' (A' { £} ) • (A' 1) . d c u 0..} 
0 0 0 0 
--G-----G-----G-----l--
0 0 1 0 
--G-----G-----l-----l--
--Q-----1-----Q-----Q--
0 1 0 1 
==9=====1=====1=====9== 
==9=====1=====*=====1== 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
--l-----1-----Q-----Q--
1 1 0 1 
==1=====*=====1=====9== 
==*=====*=====*=====*== 
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60 
The double erased possibilities (0110, .•• ,1111) can be discarded since the 
second contribution (A, {E}) is absorbed by the third, (A,~). 
The single erased possibilities (0001, .•. ,1100) can easily proved to be 
impossible. 
Further, since we have not admitted infinite E-traces, case 0000 can be 
discarded. (Otherwise, 0000, i.e. {A}, would be a candidate for FttE 00 1. 
Amore natural definition would be FIE00 0 ={A, (A,,0)}, i.e .• o ']:-Ew; this 
would be enforced by stipulating that, for g only consisting of nonterrninating 
branches labeled with E's, the set of initial steps I(g) = ,0.) [] 
4. 3. 2. 2. PROPOSITION. The set of seven characteristic prooesses frun the rxevious 
proposition constitutes a final process algebra, 'final' in the sense that 
it cannot further be collapsed without trace inconsistency. 
PROOF. (1) • 6.o = < o is impossible since < = < + 6.o and < = < + < o is trace 
inconsistent. 
(2). 6. =€is impossible: 6. = E =9 6.< = E< ===} 6. = < =9 
a6.(b+c) a<(b+c) = a(b+c) a(6.b+6.c) = a(lb+<c) ab+ac. 
Now take c = o to obtain a trace inconsistency. 
(3). 6.o = o ~ <6.o = <o ~ 6.o = <o, trace inconsistent by (1). 
(4). 6. = 6.o =9 <x = 6.<x = 6.o<x = 6.o =9 <a = <b, trace inconsistent. [] 
4 . 3 • 2 • 3. QUESTION. Determine the lattice of cberacteristic processes in BS 6 and 
in FS6 . 
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5, FAILURE SEMANTICS WITH CATASTROPHIC DIVERGENCE: FSx 
In BROOKES, HOARE & ROSCOE [10] the principle of so-called 'catastrophic 
divergence' is adopted, stating that a divergent process should be set equal 
to the wholly arbitrary process CHAOS (in the terminology of [10]). A refine-
ment of this failure semantics, still with catastrophic divergence, is pre-
sented in BROOKES & ROSCOE [11]: their version of the process CHAOS is dif-
ferent from the one in (10] in that it admits also many divergence possibili-
ties. In both cases,. all divergent processes are identified. An intuitive 
objection is that the divergent process 6a may diverge, but may also perform 
the a-action; whereas 6b will certainly not perform an a-action, and in this 
a priori respect the processes 6a, 6b are different. But, mathematically 
speaking, it is consistent to equate all divergent processes 6x, as [10] and 
[11] show; also in our context a process graph model can easily be manufac-
tured satisfying 6x = 6y for all x,y. 
In the framework of the present paper it is simple to give an algebraic 
description of catastrophic divergence. If we adopt "for all x,y 6x = 6y" 
it makes sense to introduce a constant x (for 'chaos') satisfying the axiom 
6x = x (*) 
It follows that XY x (since (6x)y = 6(xy)) and that x + y x (since 
x + y = 6x + y = x + 60 + y = 6(x + y) = x>. 
Using E, we can go further and observe that x = 6, since 6 = 6£ = X· 
This leads (by (*)) to the axiom 6x = 6; and this axiom is already implied 
by its instance 
60 = 6, 
since then 6x = 6ox = 60 = 6. 
We conclude, that starting from the basic axiom system for failure se-
Q) 
mantics Fs6 in which nothing is assumed for divergence (except the rule DE ) , 
and adopting equality of all divergent processes, we end up with the axiom 
system FS6 + 60 = 6. In this axiom system, FSX for short, we have as derived 
equations 
6x = 6 
6 + x = 6 
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and (hence) the rule for catastrophic divergence 
't/ n e: JN 
"" DE 
x 
x 
n 
i .X 1 + Y I n n+ n i e: I n 
We expect that a model A(FS ) can be constructed along the lines dis-
X 
cussed in Section 3.4 for failure semantics with explicit divergence. (Note 
that the remarks made there also apply to the present situation, i.e. either 
=r should be adapted to =; or the underlying domain of process graphs should 
be restricted.) What is interesting to us here, is that the constant A gives 
also for this option of catastrophic divergence a very easy description, in 
one equation: Ao = A. 
It is important to notice that FS is trace inconsistent with FS: 
x 
AT = T and Ao = A imply T = AT = AoT = Ao = A, hence ab = aTb aATb = aA = 
aTc = ac. Similarly one proves that the union of FS and BS are trace 
x 
inconsistent. 
5.1. REMARK. It is not hard to define a version of bisimulation semantics 
with catastrophic divergence and a corresponding model: 
BS = BS + {Ax= A+ x = A}. 
X A 
(Note that the equation Ao = A is now not sufficient, since the above deri-
vation of Ax A + x = A used Ax = x + Ao, which is not valid in BS.) 
Clearly, FS is an extension of BS . 
x x 
The construction of a model A(BS ) is left to the reader. 
x 
5.2. REMARK. The lattice of characteristic processes is now as in Figure 31: 
Figure 31 A 
I 
6, CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have considered the following process semantics: 
TABLE 18. Process semantics with some characteristic equations. 
bisimulation semantics with explicit w BS."1 M=T "/-To 
divergence 
BS bisimulation semantics with fair ab- Ao= T 
w 
= T 0 I l'1 = T 
straction of periodical divergence 
bi simulation semantics with catastro-
w 
BS 6 = M = T t- ro 
x phic divergence 6+x=Ax=A 
FSA failure semantics with explicit di-
w M=T "/-To 
vergence 6x = x + ao 
FS failure semantics with fair abstrac- w !lo= T "/-To 
tion of unstable divergence flX = X + flo I flT = T 
failure semantics with catastrophic 
w 
FS fl=M=T "/-To 
x divergence A+x=Ax=fl 
Here BSa is the most fundamental in the sense that it can be extended to 
the other ones. (See Figure 32.) In itself, BSa, FSa and BSX are probably 
only of marginal interest. The interesting semantics are BS, FS and FS • x 
They are mutually inconsistent (i.e. trace inconsistent). 
Figure 32 
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BS and FS are well-known process semantics; the first is known from Milner's 
x 
work and the second from the work of Hoare e.a. [10]. The 'intermediate' se-
mantics FS is, as far as we know, new. 
The main merit of FS should be that it is a good tool for process veri-
fication (cf. BERGSTRA & KLOP [5] for an example of protocol verification 
using BS). One may expect that FS in some instances is even more suitable 
" 
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as verification medium than BS, since in FS much more identifications (be-
tween states of the process) are made, hence computations with processes in 
FS tend to be simpler than in BS. 
FS seems definitely more suitable for verification purposes than FS , 
x 
which has a too crude way of handling divergence. For instance, a protocol 
verification where one wants to abstract from a divergence (on the basis of 
certain fairness assumptions about the well-behaviour of possibly defective 
channels; cf. [5]) would simply be impossible if that divergence is treated 
as catastrophic. 
The introduction of FS is in our view the primary contribution of the 
present paper; a secondary contribution is the use of the algebraic constant 
'delay' h. together with corresponding proof rules and axioms. Using h., we 
have obtained a uniform framework for the six process semantics discussed 
above. 
This paper has not attempted an in-depth investigation of the new process 
semantics FS, with its main model A(FS). We mention some directions for such 
an investigation in the following list of questions. 
6 .1. lqpatin-[J deacllock. and livelock.: 4ome que4:tionA. 
The present view on BSh. and the extensions introduced in this paper, is by 
no means complete - several other interesting extensions of BSh. exist. 
One family of such extensions centers around 'readiness semantics'. 
Also in the present framework there are some interesting extensions 
which are not explored here. One possibility is concerned with the equation 
M TO. 
This equating of livelock and deadlock is a consequence of BS (see Proposi-
tion 2.1), but it is trace inconsistent with FS (see the proof of Proposition 
4.3.2.2). 
6.1.1. QUESTION. Is h.o To consistent with FS ? In FS this equation amounts 
x x 
to 'deadlock= chaos'. 
It is clear that BS + {h.o = To} is trace consistent, since BS I- h.o = To. h. 
A mode1 for BSh. + {h.o = TO} in which not yet h. = T (as in BS is the case) 
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is also easy to provide. 
6.1.2. QUESTION. Is FSA+ {Ao To} trace consistent? 
This axiom system FSA + {Ao = To} is remarkable because it is trace incon-
sistent with FS as well as BS (but maybe not with FS ) . A noteworthy conse-
X 
quence is the following 
6.1.3. PROPOSITION. FSA+ {Ao TO} I- A 
PROOF. Ax = x + Ao = x + TO * 'tX + TO · Tx + Ao = ATx. Here equality '*' 
follows from axiom T4. [] 
Reversely, it does not seem to follow that FSA + {A = AT} I- Ao = To. 
(We do have FSA+ {A= AT} I- Ao= To+ Ao.) This opens the possibility 
that FSA+ {A= AT} is intermediate between FSA and FSA+ {Ao= To}. 
In any case, a complete classification of extensions of BSA is at pre-
sent not yet in sight. To obtain such a classification it will probably be 
important to study the process algebras consisting of characteristic terms 
(i.e. built from the constants o,£,T,A) in BSA, FSA and to determine their 
homomorphisms. (Cf. question 4.3.2.3.) 
Still, the three mutually trace inconsistent axiom systems BS, FS, FS 
x 
considered in this paper may very well turn out to be the most important 
ones in this classification from the viewpoint of abstraction of divergence. 
We are not aware of any axiom system which might have as powerful abstrac-
tion facilities as these three. 
In this section we mention some points of departure for further work on the 
topics of this paper. 
6.2.1. QUESTION. Is the proof system for finite processes with failure se-
mantics with T and £ complete (w.r.t. the semantics defined in Section 3.2)? 
In BROOKES [9] a completeness result is proved for a similar situation, but 
the processes there have only one termination possibility (NIL). 
6.2.2. QUESTION. Consider processes denoted by terms built from atoms a,b,c, •• 
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by means of + and • and the constants o,e:,<,~. So these are processes "in 
between" finite processes and regular processes {i.e. arising from finite 
but possibly cyclic process graphs); namely, these processes do not admit 
infinitely long or even arbitrarily long sequences of proper steps a,b,c, .•• 
To show that the proof system given in Section 4.1 is complete for these 
"finite processes with divergence". *) 
6.2.3. QUESTION. As the previous question, now for regular processes. For 
regular processes under bisimulation semantics a complete proof system was 
given in BERGSTRA & KLOP [6], which was subsequently improved by MILNER [20]. 
With the usual additional syntax and axioms for µ-expressions (such as 
µx.s{x) = s(µx.s{x)) ) or systems of recursion equations, we conjecture 
that a complete proof system arises by combining the above proof systems 
with the axioms in MILNER [20]. 
This question can be considered both for failure semantics where diver-
gence is explicit and the variant where 6< = <. 
6.2.4. QUESTION. An important question is whether the failure semantics 
with 6< = < is maximai in the sense that further extension leads to trace 
inconsistency. The analogous result for finite processes without T {and a 
fortiori without 6) was established in BERGSTRA, KLOP & OLDEROG [8]. 
A positive answer would be very satisfactory since it would mean that 
abstraction from unstable divergence (i.e. 6< = <) not only is trace consis-
tent, but also the best one can get in failure semantics. 
6.2.5. QUESTION. There are several theories intermediate between bisimulation 
semantics and failure semantics; an example is readiness semantics, another 
example is given by the 'forests' of ROUNDS [23]. It would be interesting to 
obtain information "up to what point" in the spectrum of process semantics 
it is possible to have 6 = '· 
We conclude with the obvious question: 
6.2.6. QUESTION. Extend the axiomatisations in this paper to the context of 
ACP , i.e. to the presence of parallel operators and communication. 
l 
*) A positive answer to this question as well as the previous one has been given by R. van Glabbeek 
(CWI Amsterdam). 
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